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In Good Women Don’t Have to Dress Bad, Shari Braendel teaches you how to appreciate your
body God gave you and how to always look your best—from conquering the fight of
discovering the right swimsuit, to choosing how many bangles you should wear or what size
your purse should be, to wearing the right style jeans that will best flatter your thighs or hips, to
locating the best places to shop to suit your unique personal style. God loves beauty. Which is
not a bad thing. In fact, it’s an excellent thing. We care about how we appear.” Because
we’re women, and women love to look and feel good. God produced us that way. We hungrily
purchase magazines any time the cover content has something to do with how we can hide
our despised body parts. We make mad dashes to the neighborhood department store to get
the new anti-wrinkle cream Oprah promised will need ten years away from our face. Many of us
are viewing reality TV shows to obtain a clue on how to dress right and appearance great. He
doesn’t wish us to reflect his image being sloppy, disheveled women of God who don’t pay
any attention to what we look like. Good Girls Don’t Need to Dress Bad will show you how to
appear and feel your best, no matter what day it really is or what the occasion. And it'll also
end you from screaming near the top of your lungs, “I have nothing to wear. How come that?
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An Excellent Style Guide for All Women This book has helped me totally transform the way I look
at clothes.Disclaimer: I received Nothing at all because of this review or for taking part in Mon
Makeover. I had so little in my own wardrobe that I felt great putting on. While I was trained to
be grateful for the clothing I was presented with and had, they do nothing for me. Useful Book
for folks Trying to Dress Better Gets just a little weird with spiritual overtones, but a good book
overall. It had been like I had an excellent friend guiding me through the torture that clothes
shopping could be. She goes by the hand and, guides you into learning and determining what
colors are best for you, what styles are greatest for the body and personality, the sizes of
components to go with your body size and type and teaches you that you are with the
capacity of making great clothes selections for yourself.. We've continuing to encourage each
other in the area of fashion and constantly refer to Good Women as "The Book. Actually, this
publication spurred me to get a set of colored dress shoes for the first time in my own life (I was
just permitted to have dark dress shoes, a couple of sneakers and one pair of white sandals
developing up, I have never really deviated from that as yet). I got the cutest purple pumps
ever and I feel like a million dollars putting on them. He doesn’t need us to reflect his picture
being sloppy, disheveled women of God who don’t pay any attention to what we look like. The
description also says that women go off and purchase anti-wrinkle creams because we're
women and we value how we appear. The information Good Girls Need not Dress Bad is
timeless and all women need to read it. Super!Occasionally, I'd pick up a fashion magazine or
monitor what Not to Wear so I could learn a few tricks. And I'm a freaking ATHEIST.Then when my
mom visited in November I loaned her "The Book" to learn even though in Rhode Island (I
refused to let her take it home to Arkansas! In fact, I'm rather fashion-challenged. I usually have
been. In the past in high school when the other women in my class were teasing their bangs to
stand 6 in . tall, my bangs barely lifted off my mind. Her book is a wonderful tool!Good Girls
Don't Have to Dress Poor taught me fashion fundamentals;). I anticipate using this as a school
textbook for my young ladies if they are older. But it never worked.!Therefore, as a 35 12
months old stay at home(schooling) mom of four, I decided I'd under no circumstances look
stylish or put together. I would do not embarrass myself but comfy, baggy clothing were my
friends. Five Stars Good book Putrid I'd say this is yet another tedious, outdated design guide
complete with information to over-accessorize, use shapers underneath your jeans [SERIOUSLY?
I love an excellent style guide. THEREFORE I purchased a duplicate of Good Girls Need not
Dress Bad: a style guide for every female by Shari Braendel (Zondervan, 2010) to greatly help
me with my buying spree.)It wasn't that I didn't want to appearance fashionable; and that
knowledge gave me confidence at the mall.By reading "Good Ladies" I learned: * my body
type ("O"), * my color category (Warm), * my design personality (Classic Modern), * therefore a
lot more!" Okay, that is clearly a load of crap. You can't say all women value how they
appearance in a single sentence and the next complain about females who look disheveled
(so godly of you! She probably by no means plucks those pesky chin hairs, either. I am not a
fashionista.! I just didn't know how. Well, screw you too, lady. My hubby really appreciates the
new looks I've been coming up with."After all of the fun we had with this makeovers, we
volunteered to be featured on Shari's Mon Makeover. We liked answering her questions and
hope our stories encouraged other women to read Shari's book.In case you are a style newbie
or just looking for help tweaking your look, I recommend Good Girls Don't Have to Dress Bad!
Instead of educating me the mags and television shows overwhelmed me.! I was raised to
accept and wear all items of clothing directed at me, to always find the cheapest option and
wear my clothing until these were totally unwearable. Second, 1 Samuel 16:7.I QUICKLY lost 15



pounds last summer and had Simply no clothes that fit correctly.], no belts for body fat women
[in fact, regardless of the ostensible body-acceptance tone, the majority of the information is
geared to make you look thinner] except the author goes one step further and puts the
responsibility of men's irresponsibility on females by telling them to outfit modestly. Puke. Mathew
23:25, first off. It's a whole 'nother ballgame to create a style direct and pimp out your religion
as a desperately pathetic method to grab some supplemental income by taking a market.
SHOCKING. BECAUSE APPARENTLY THEY CAN NOT CONTROL THEMSELVES. Women, please let
us not further donate to rape lifestyle with this UTTER TRASH. What a Load of Crap "God loves
beauty. This publication provided me the courage to walk out my ingrained safe place of
clothes that merge and try something new with confidence.! CLEARLY. I don't show a lot of skin
myself, but if a man rapes a girl and she was wearing a fitted skirt, is it her fault because he's
"visual" and he couldn't help himself? I really believe the reserve is certainly amazing and that
everyone can reap the benefits of reading it. Good for the fashionista or the fashion-
challenged!.This book is crucial for all teens as they are searching for how exactly to be an
individual and trying to discover what their style is. My mom adored the publication and we
applied our new knowledge throughout a fun mother/girl purchasing trip.!). Do they treatment
or don't they? Or, here is a thought - probably not all women innately feel exactly the same
way about points? There's a token solitary sentence about not really letting men off the hook,
but the whole chapter on modesty is about not driving guys to temptation.'' "God desires you
to know that you are beautiful exactly as you are." Riiiiiight, and I'm sure Shari over right here
doesn't shave her legs or armpits or her netherworld.I cherished "The Book" so very much I
became a regular reader of Shari's blog! It's one thing to write a style guide. I desired to go
on a buying spree and appearance amazing in every my new clothing. That's about the most
disgusting thing I've have you ever heard.Shari Braendel took what can be a extremely
intimidating subject to those folks with not fashion sense what-so-ever and presented info on
different styles, shades, sizes, accessory options in a way that was easy to comprehend. She
presents some interesting principles that I haven't seen elsewhere. General, I liked it. It'll boost
their confidence, teach them how to dress without having to be immodest or seem like they are
desperate for attention. Great guidance for us girls Met this woman! Super! Great tips for all of
us girls. ANYONE can look Fabulous! GOOD ADVICE Very good advice,. Shari is fabulous! Shari
can be an inspiration to all Followers of Christ who would like to look their best. (In retrospect
that wasn't necessarily a bad thing! Neat Book I purchased this book after going to a meeting
that the author spoke at.. Recommend.As the colors were a bit of a surprise for what looks
good on me, and learning what styles look better can be an adventure, I will have a lot more
confidence in choosing my attire when I get to buy new clothes. This book is quite informative
and obvious and is not overwhelming and alot of the suggestions I kept in mind when
shopping for spring..and thanks seller for the fast shipping.
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